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Connector Independent Clause 2 Independent Clause 1 

, yet  Paul’s confidence grew with every victory 

, or  The roof must be finished before the storm 

, so  Stuart might not finish his homework 

, but  The boy should apologize 

The time to act has come ;  

My dog cannot sit on command , nor  

The opening night of the play must be delayed , for  

, and  The hotel was adjacent to the theme park 

Circle whether each word group is a run-on or a compound sentence.  If it is a run-on, correct it to make it a 
compound sentence and write it on the line below.  
 

1)   There is little we can do, the storm will have to take its course.         run-on     sentence 

 _______________________________________________________________________

2)   Without a sound, the lion pounced and the antelope was pulled to the ground.      run-on       sentence 

 _______________________________________________________________________

3)   The victim was not breathing, nor could  the rescuer find a pulse.        run-on        sentence 

 _______________________________________________________________________

4)   The ladder slipped and Pete tumbled to the ground but he had no significant injuries.       run-on      sentence 

 _______________________________________________________________________

5)   You answer is incorrect, try again.              run-on     sentence 

 _______________________________________________________________________

6)   A high pressure system is moving in, so the temperatures will rise above normal.       run-on       sentence 

 _______________________________________________________________________

7)   Bison use their horns as weapons and their heads as large battering rams.       run-on        sentence 

 _______________________________________________________________________

8)   The World Wide Web was initially conceived in 1989; the first website debuted in 1990.   run-on      sentence 

 _______________________________________________________________________ 

Fill in the missing parts to create COMPOUND sentences. 
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Related AVOID Activity:  Launch the AVOID activity.   For each sentence that is a run-on, rewrite it as a 
compound sentence with a correct connector.  
 

Related FIND Activity:  On a separate sheet of paper, write the eight compound sentence connectors (see 
box above) in a column on the left.  Launch the FIND activity.  For each compound sentence that is found, 
make a tally mark next to its connector.  After playing all the paragraphs in the FIND activity, discuss the 
data.  Which connector was most used?  Which was least used?  Are some connectors overused?   

Add an appropriate connector to make the two independent clauses into a compound sentence.  Use each 
connector only once.  Some slots might work with more than one connector, so you may have to try various 
combinations until you have one unique connector in each slot. 
 

  ,and          ,or ,but     ,for         ,so  ,yet      ,nor        ; 
 

15) My entrée was not hot  ___________ did the waiter notice that my coffee cup needed to 
be filled. 

 

16)  I considered complaining to the restaurant’s manager ___________ our taxi was already 
waiting to take us to the play _____________ I decided to say nothing. 

 

17)  Two men have done more to create mass communication than any others __________ 
only one of them is famous. 

 

18)  You must free up space in your email account __________ you will stop receiving emails. 
 

19)  Nothing is more important than hope _________ it allows us to survive defeat. 
 

20) Both my parents attended Boston University _________ I will be a freshman there this 
fall. 

 

21) Always brush your teeth before bed __________ otherwise, you will develop plaque over-
night. 

Write “S” above each subject and “V” above each verb in these sentences.  Circle the correct sentence type. 
 

9)  The dancers were doing exercises at the bar and rehearsing combinations for the new ballet. 

        compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 
 

10) At the fundraising gala, the new ballet and two older works will be performed before hundreds of donors. 

           compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 
 

11) The new ballet is based on an traditional folktale, yet the choreography has a modern attitude. 

            compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 
 

12) The highlight of this ballet is an unlikely pas de deux; it is danced by a young maiden and an old witch. 

            compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 
 

13) The company director is hoping to raise $250,000 at the gala but will be happy with $200,000. 

            compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 
 

14) The gala is a most important performance, for the funds raised are used to pay for next season’s ballets. 

            compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 
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ANSWERS Corrected sentences may vary by connector used. 
 

1)   run-on (comma splice) There is little we can do, and the storm will have to take its course.   
2) run-on Without a sound, the lion pounced, and the antelope was pulled to the ground. 
3) sentence  
4) run-on  The ladder slipped, and Pete tumbled to the ground, but he had no significant injuries.        
5) run-on (comma splice) You answer is incorrect; try again.   ,so             
6)   sentence  
7)   sentence  
8)   sentence  

Fill in the missing parts to create COMPOUND sentences.  ANSWERS WILL VARY.  HERE ARE SOME POSSIBLE 
COMPLETIONS. 

Paul’s confidence grew with every victory, yet the coach still would not make him a starter. 
The roof must be finished before the storm, or the new floors will be ruined. 
Stuart might not finish his homework, so we may not be able to go to the movie. 
I refuse to apologize, but he is too embarrassed to do it. 
The time to act has come; we must have courage. 
My dog cannot sit on command, nor has he learned to roll over. 
The opening night of the play must be delayed, for the lead actress is sick. 
The hotel was adjacent to the theme park, and we got a room overlooking a roller coaster. 

ANSWERS 

                  S                  V                                                          V 
9) The dancers were doing exercises at the bar and rehearsing combinations for the new ballet. 
        compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 

                                                                   S                                     S                      V 
10) At the fundraising gala, the new ballet and two older works will be performed before hundreds of donors. 
           compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 

                           S          V                                                                            S                  V 
11) The new ballet is based on an traditional folktale, yet the choreography has a modern attitude. 
            compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 

 

                           S                          V                                             S        V 
12) The highlight of this ballet is an unlikely pas de deux; it is danced by a young maiden and an old witch. 
            compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 
 

                                     S              V                                                                         V 
13) The company director is hoping to raise $250,000 at the gala but will be happy with $200,000. 
            compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 

 

                S    V                                                                            S                       V 
14)The gala is a most important performance, for the funds raised are used to pay for next season’s ballets. 
            compound subject in simple sentence            compound verb in simple sentence     compound sentence 

ANSWERS 
 

15) My entrée was not hot  ___,NOR___ did the waiter notice that my coffee cup needed to be filled. 
16)  I considered complaining to the restaurant’s manager __,BUT____ our taxi was already waiting to take us to the 

play ___,SO_____ I decided to say nothing. 
17)  Two men have done more to create mass communication than any others ___, YET__ only one of them is famous. 
18)  You must free up space in your email account __,OR__ you will stop receiving emails. 
19)  Nothing is more important than hope _, FOR_ it allows us to survive defeat. 
20) Both my parents attended Boston University _, AND__ I will be a freshman there this fall. 
21) Always brush your teeth before bed __;__ otherwise, you will develop plaque overnight. 


